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Sing along song lyrics:

Skinny marinky dinky dink skinny marinky dinky dink skinny marinky doo
I love you skinny marinky dinky dink skinny marinky doo
I love you I love you in the morning and in the afternoon
I love you I love you in the evening and underneath the moon
Skinny marinky dinky dink skinny marinky doo
I love you I really mean it I love you

Let,

Sharon Lois amp Bram's Elephant show is the best children's show that I have ever watched:
It was filmed in Toronto and it has a great storyline.
I love concert in between the 30 minute show.

I think children will learn a lot about this show and love the songs they have.

Sharon and Lois were nice dresses in the concert.
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skinny marinky do i,
this week we’re celebrating lunar new year and valentine’s day with a song that always reminds me of childhood thanks to sharon lois and bram i’ve significantly simplified the chords and transposed them into c to make them easier for playing in storytime the most common version you’ll find
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As skiddy merink adink aboomp

This song originated in the 1910 Broadway musical *The Echo* popularized by Jimmy Durante in the 1950s. The song endured and became well known as skinamarink a dinky dink on Canadian TV's *Elephant Show* in the 1980s hosted by Sharon Lois and Bram, Skinamarinky dinky dink anyone remember this? I imgur.com
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